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The Distributed Services Group 
Shih-Pau Yen with Jerry Larson and Mark McCahill 

Distributed Services main-
tains many of the campus labs and 
other facilities by which faculty, 
staff, and students use Academic 
Computing Services and Systems 
computers. It includes both our 
Distributed Facility Services and 
our Microcomputer Systems 
groups. 

Distributed Facility 
Services 

Among the responsibilities of 
Distributed Facility Services 
are: 

MERITSS Labs: Over 170 ter
minals in 10 labs across the Twin 
Cities campuses and an addnional 
37 terminals in 8 dormitory labs 
provide undergraduate students 

In this issue .•. 

with access to the MERITSS 
system. Seven of the largest labs 
have recently been refurbished 
(including carpeting, new chairs, 
and terminal carrels) and 35 new 
terminals were installed early this 
past summer. Future plans, 
described in detail elsewhere in 
this Newsletter, include faster 
communications, made possible by 
the new communications equip
ment and the new telephone 
system. 

Microcomputer Labs: ACSS 
currently manages two micro
computer labs ( 14 Folwell and 
306B Lind Hall) that contain about 
50 micros including IBM PC's, IBM 
compatibles (Zenith and AT&T), 
and Apple Macintosh's. A third 
micro lab will be opened in Walter 
Library 9 early winter quarter. 

On January 1 , the University Computer Center began life anew as 
Academic Computing Services and Systems - ACSS. In 
this issue, our managers introduce the six major groups within 
ACSS, defining each group's mission and plans for 1986. Regard
less of your computing interests, you'll find that these plans 
concern you. 
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Faculty, staff, and students may 
use these labs (and similar labs 
supervised by other departments 
in Architecture 160, Social Science 
167, and the St. Paul Campus 
Library) by purchasing a micro
computer access from the Bursar's 
Office (currently $20 per quarter) 
and presenting it to the Jab 
attendant each time they wish to 
use the lab. Our future plans 
include providing addnionallabs, 
providing a more uniform and 
consistent mix of hardware, soft
ware, and services from lab to lab, 
improving the hardware and soft
ware provided, and improving 
uploading and downloading capa
bilities. 

Research Clusters: Fifteen 
terminals in four research clusters 
currently provide access to ACSS 
mainframes for faculty, staff, and 
graduate students doing research 
computing. With communications 
up grades planned for the coming 
months, ACSS will move away from 
separate M ERJTSS and research 
labs toward public Jabs, where you 
can use any of the available ter
minals to reach any ACSS main
frame on which you have accounts. 
This should make it much easierfor 
campus researchers to use ACSS 
computers. 
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programs using the Pascal pro
gramed these tools to Project 
WOKSAPE participants. 

A representative sample of the 
projects now in progress by 
WOKSAPE principal investigators 
are: use of computer-based 
instruction in second language 
instruction, economic exercises 
based on the principles of dynamic 
optimization, integrated optimi
zation, integrated interactive 
instruction for electrical engi
neeing, and a stochastic modeling 
laboratory. As you can see, Project 
WOKSAPE encompasses a variety 
of disciplines. 

In the Future: As UCC 
becomes ACSS, the Micro Group 
retains all ~s current responsi
bilities and also takes responsibility 
for some new areas including micro
computer networks and support for 
micro-based instructional software. 

Faculty, students, and 
staff purchased over 
4000 micros at the 
bookstore in the last 
18 months. 

Local Area Networks: As the 
population of microcomputers has 
grown in the last year and a half, 
the demand for better ways of 
exchanging information between 
microcomputers and sharing 
expensive resources (such as laser 
printers) has grown. The popula
tion of microcomputers is reaching 
the point where interconnecting 
clusters of machines with Local 
Area Networks (LANs) will soon be 
a realistic option. 
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LANs connect computer systems 
of all sizes and their users into what 
ideally should be a cohesive com
munication system. A problem with 
LANs is that there are too many of 
them now available. This creates 
big problems connecting them 
together since most LANs are not 
compatible. A major undertaking of 
our group will be to educate users 
into how to select systems that will 
solve their problems, that can be 
tied together, and that will be 
compatible with otherUniversity 
facilities, such as the new phone 
system. We will also be working 
closely with the Networking Group 
to make sure that our solutions are 
mutally compatible. 

Microcomputer Group support for 
LANs will include training, assis
tance w~h configuration and set
up, and evaluating software 
designed for use on a network. 
Currently, a serious problem with 
LANs is that there is not much 
software designed for use on a 
network. Single-user software 
often fails miserably when run in 
some of the many network environ
ments now avaHable. As the LAN 
market begins to stabilize, this 
problem will be resolved and we 
expect to see LANs proliferate in 
Univers~y departments. 

Another issue to be addressed is 
how to take advantage of the high
-speed data transmission features 
that will be available when the 
University's new phone system is 
installed. Ideally, we should all be 
able to effortlessly communicate 
with all the other microcomputers 
connected to our LAN, and com
municate with all the other com
puters in the Univers~y through 
some sort of gateway from the LAN 
to the phone system. Since we 
live in a less than ideal world, this 
will not happen immediately. We 
will begin addressing this issue in 
the near future. 

Computer-Aided Instruction: 
We have already supported 
instructional software development 
as part of Project WOKSAPE, and 
we plan to expand this support in 
the future. As the microcomputer 
becomes the workstation of choice 
at the University, instructional 
software will play an increasingly 
important role in the University's 
educational mission. Eventually, 
Micro Group support will include 
design, programming, and project 
management services so that 
Univers~y faculty can develop 
instructional software without 
becoming experts in programming. 

In the future the Micro 
Group will provide 
services to enable 
faculty to develop 
instructional software 
without becoming 
experts .in 
programming .. 

In summary, the Microcomputer 
Group's basic mission is to provide 
the technical support that micro
computer users at the I,Jniversity 
need to use their machines more 
efficiently. In the future our basic 

. mission will remain the same, but 
the services we offer and our areas 
of expertise will expand to meet 
the needs of the Univers~y micro
computer community. In the 
immediate future this means that 
we plan to expand our services to 
address the issues of inter
connecting microcomputers and 
using microcomputers as part of 
the University's curriculum. 
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The Networking Group 
Dr. Roger Gulbranson 

Along with the name change for 
ACSS comes a new name for what 
was previously known as the Data 
Communications Group; our new 
name, the Networking Group, 
indicates that our purpose is to 
connect all campus computer 
systems and terminals into a com
bined system, often called a 
network. 

To best understand what the 
Networking Group plans to do in 
the future, you need to know 
something about our past. Our 
original Data Communications 
Group made it possible for users to 
have access to UCC computer 
systems. This was, by and large, 
the terminal-to-computer connec
tion allowing users to work on our 
computers from on-campus "hard
wired " (permanently connected) or 
dial-up terminals. 

The new Networking Group will 
also support the terminal-to
computer connection. We are 
beginning a major campus terminal 
and network upgrade (described 
briefly elsewhere in this issue) that 
will allow the roughly 200 hardwired 
campus terminals to reach all ACSS 
computer systems at higher baud 
rates (that is, at faster speeds). 
When this network is complete, all 
CRT terminals in this network will 
be able to communicate with our 
computers at 960 characters per 
second. 

And, after ACSS is connected to 
the new campus IBX phone 
system, we will be able to support 
dial-up terminal speeds up to 960 
characters per second from our on
campus users who have the 
appropriate phone system 
connections (ITE telephones and 
DOB1 data boards). 

These upgrades help to achieve 
the two major goals of the 
Networking Group: 

1 . improved connectivity
allowing campus users and 
computers to "talk" to each 
other. 

2. improved bandwidth
making the information travel 
faster. 

Our first priority is to achieve 
connectivity, and then to increase 
bandwidth as the necessary 
technology becomes cost
effective. 

The future goals of the Networking 
Group also include: 

3. Educating users about 
specific data features of the new 
phone system and encouraging 
them to use these features 
rather than finding other, poten
tially incompatible, solutions. 

The Operations Production Group 

Richard Folden 

The Operations Production 
Group will continue to provide 
experienced and capable staff to 
operate the various central site 
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computer systems, schedule and 
coordinate computer room 
activities, and supervise our related 
support services around the clock. 

4. Promoting public-domain 
standards for information 
exchange. 

5. Connecting campus systems 
into national networks (e.g., 
BITNET, one of the major 
academic networks). 

6. Connecting all campus main
frame computer systems to make 
possible file transfers from one 
machine to another. 

7. Integrating users' personal 
computers and local networks 
into the University network. 

Soon, then, computing at slow 
speeds (30 and 120 characters a 
second) will become a thing of the 
past. In the future, you will be able 
to log on to an ACSS machine from 
any CRT terminal in a campus lab, 
transfer files from one mainframe to 
another, and communicate with 
computer users and researchers 
on other campuses, all at 960 
characters a second. Micro users 
will be able to move files from their 
micros to a mainframe or another 
campus micro quickly and easily. 
We intend to achieve some of 
these goals in the near future. 
Others will obviously take much 
longer. Watch future issues of the 
Newsletter for details. 

Using a combination of eight and 
twelve hour shifts helps us to be 
cost-effective and respond to 
varying work loads. 
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The Systems Group 
Lawrence Liddiard with Guy Rydberg, Janet Eberhart, and Jane Gehan 

Systems Programming 

The Systems Group of ACSS 
installs, upgrades, enhances, and 
supports systems and system
related software for all ACSS 
central computer systems. System
related software includes CAD/ 
CAM products, editors, user 
utilities, accounting software, 
operator procedures, permanent 
file utilijies, speciality software, and 
utilities to help University depart
ments manage their individual 
accounts. We provide these 
services on the systems listed in 
Exhibit 1. 

CYBER NOS Systems: The 
Systems Group has just completed 
upgrading our three CYBER 
systems from the NOS 1.4 
operating system to NOS 2.4.2. 
This included reviewing 440 of our 
own local modifications (some 
65,000 lines of code), and 100 
programs consisting of 232 unique 
decks, all written fort he NOS 1.4 
operating system, and selecting 
and upgrading some for the NOS 
2.4.2 system. Because NOS 2.4.2 
had implemented many features 
similar to our NOS 1.4 modifica
tions, we were able to minimize the 
number of modifications we made 
to NOS 2.4.2. Doing so keeps the 
CYBER systems easier to maintain 
and upgrade in the future, and 
thus keeps your computing costs 
down. 

VAX/VMS Systems: The VAX-
11/780 has beenourprimaryVMS 
service for University users. During 
January this service will be up
graded to a VAX 8600 running 
VMS4.2. Our majorVAXproject 
in early 1986 will be installing the 
8600, upgrading local code from 
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the 11/780, installing software 
packages, documenting the 
system, and training users. As 
announced in previous issues of 
our Newsletter, ACSS will provide 
University researchers with Keller 
computing grants on the 8600. 
We will also provide VMS instruc
tional computing on the 8600. 

Accounting: The Systems 
Group also provides accounting 
services to track and bill University 
departments' use of the systems. 
This includes: 

Combining billing and use 
information from all our 
systems and sources. 

Reporting daily, monthly, 
and yearly use for individ
ual users, departments, 
and ACSS management. 

Billing through the 
University accounting 
system. 

ACSS will provide 
Keller grants and VMS 
instructional 
computing on the VAX 
8600. 

We provide reports on daily system 
use that include total use across all 
ACSS systems. We now plan to 
develop additional enhancements 

and improved departmental control 
of user limits. Watch future issues 
of the Newsletterfor news about 
these features. 

Programming 
Languages 

ACSS offers a wide range of 
language compilers, interpreters, 
translators, and assemblers on its 
various systems. This diversity 
offers more options than are 
typically available on a personal 
computer or on a dedicated 
research machine. The Pro
gramming Languages Group has 
compiled a list of the language 
processors available. (See Exhibit 
1.) 

Exhibit 2 shows a comparison of 
the frequency of use for our most 
popular language processors on 
the CYBER systems. Pascal 
continues to increase steadily 
since it exceeded the FORTRAN 
usage at about 1 million uses in the 
fiscal year82-83. We have no 
statistics available for the VAX-
11/780 orfor the many personal 
computers on campus. 

For the VAX-8600, we currently 
plan to have Pascal, COBOL, 
FORTRAN, ADA (educational use 
only), OPS5, and LISP. We are· 
investigating other languages, 
such as PROLOG, that are useful 
for work in Artificial Intelligence. 
We are especially interested in 
suggestions that come from our 
users; so if you have a favorite 
language that we don't have we'd 
like to hear from you; call Janet 
Eberhart at 638-0554. 
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Table 1 

System Manufacturer .M22!l System to Operating System 

Control Data Corporation 845 CA NOS2.4.2 
Control Data Corporation 825 MD NOS2.4.2 
Control Data Corporation 174 ME NOS2.4.2 
Digital Equipment Corp. 11/780 VA VMS3.6 
Digital Equipment Corp. 8600 vx VMS4.2 

Exhibit 1: Frequency of Use of the Most Popular Language Processors 
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Table 2: Language Processors at ACSS 

Language Description of the language 
Machine/ Description of the processor available 
system Name Version Description (sou·rce) ~. .. ~. . 

~ ~ ).. 

. -~") .. ~-

ADA General purpose structured language. 
vx ADA ANSI1983 standard full Ada compiler (educational use only) 

APL A Programming Language. Numerical+ operator oriented language. 
CA. ME APL 2.1 APL interpreter (CDC+ U of Massachusetts) 

BASIC Beginners All purpose Symbolic Instruction Code. 
CA,MD,ME BASIC 3.5 BASIC compiler (CDC) 

COBOL-74 ANSI1974 standard COmmon Business-Oriented Language. 
CA,MD,ME COBOL5 5.3 COBOL-74 compiler (CDC) 
VA COBOL11 3.0 COBOL-74compiler (DEC) 
CA,MD,ME COBOL 4.7 
vx COBOL COBOL-74compiler (DEC) 

EMULATOR Assembly Language and Simulator for another computer. 
CA,MD,ME EMULATE 1.0 CDC 3200 computer (U of Minnesota) 
CA MIXBYTE 1.0 MIX decimal machine language simulator 
CA,MD,ME MACR011 2.0 DEC PDP-11 emulator (U of Minnesota) 
CA MIXAL 2.0 Knuth MIX computer (U of Minnesota) 

FORTRAN IV ANSI1966 FORmula TRANslation language- numerical language. 
CA,MD,ME MNF 5.4 MiNnesota Fortran compiler (U of Minnesota) 
CA,MD,ME FTN 4.8 ForTraN compiler (CDC) 

FORTRAN-77 ANSI1977 FORmula TRANslation language- extended numerical. 
CA,MD,ME M77 2.7 Minnesota Fortran-77 (U of Minnesota) 
CA,MD,ME FTN5 5.1 Fortran-?? compiler (CDC) 

i VA FORffiAN 3.5 Fortran-?? compiler (DEC) 

l 
vx FORTRAN Fortran-77 compiler (DEC) 

GPSS General Purpose Simulation System. Discrete event simulation. 
CA GPSS 2.0 GPSS compiler (Northwestern U) 

LISP 1.5 LISt Processing language- non-numerical, symbolic-expression. 
CA,MD,ME LISP 4.1 LISP interpreter (U of Texas) 
CA,MD,ME A LISP 3.2 LISP interpreter (U of Mass. at Amherst) 
vx LISP VAX LISP (DEC) 

MIMIC MIMIC an analog computer- continuous-system simulation. 
CA MIMIC 1.3 Interpreter (CDC) 

OPSS Artificial Intelligence package. 
vx OPS5 General purpose expert systems language 

Pascal ISO 7185 Standard Pascal. General-purpose, structured language. 
CA,MD,ME PASCAL 4.1 Pascal compiler (ETH Zurich + U of Minn) 
CA,MD,ME APASCAL 4.1 Full ASCII Pascal compiler (U of Minn) 
VA PASCAL 2.5 Pascal compiler (U of Washington + DEC) 
vx PASCAL Pascal compiler (DEC) 

PU1 Programming Language 1 -all-purpose language. 
CA PL1 Feb?? PU1 compiler (New York U) 

RPG-11 Report Program Generator II- business-oriented language. 
CA,MD,ME RPGII 1.0 RPG-11 translator (U of Minnesota+ CDC) 

SIL System-Implementation Language. Machine-dependent, medium level. 
CA,MD,ME SYMPL 1.4 SYsteMs Programming Language compiler (CDC) 

SIMSCRIPT SIMulation tranSCRIPT language- discrete event simulation. 
CA,MD,ME SIMII5 3.2 SIMSCRIPT 11.5 compiler (CACI) 

SNOBOL4 StriNg Oriented and symBOlic LAnguage- non-numeric language. 

\ 
CA,MD,ME SNOBOLC 3.3 SNOBOL4 interpreter (UC Berkeley+ Minn.) 
CA SNOBOL 3.10 SNOBOL4 interpreter (U of Colorado) 

~ 
i 
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The Engineering Services Group 
Dr. Abe Franck 

Engineering Services began 
about fifteen years ago as a 
design, production, engineering 
consutting, and service group for 
the University Computer Center. 
For many years it serviced the large 
number of remote job entry batch 
terminals (known as 1004's) 
distributed throughout University 
campuses, as well as the 
associated communication front
ends, the PDP-11's. 

Later, Engineering Services also 
maintained the many interactive 
terminals and the communication 
equipment located in the 
instructional labs. As more 
minicomputers and 
microcomputers appeared on 
University campuses, Engineering 
Services expanded its role by 
providing maintenance services to 
other University departments, in 
addition to the services it provided 
toUCC. 

Now a group within Academic 
Computing Services and Systems, 
Engineering Services has a staff of 
fourteen, including nine highly 
trained service technicians. The 
experience of the staff in the fields 
of computing and the repair of 
analog and digital equipment 
averages some twenty years. 
Engineering Services now 
maintains 5400 pieces of digital 
electronic equipment, including 
941 microcomputers, 628 
interactive terminals, 24 
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minicomputers, 5 Hasp stations, 7 
remote job entry stations, and a 
variety of disk drives, mon~ors, etc. 
Engineering Services maintains 
DEC, IBM, Apple, Zenith, Victor, 
and Xerox systems, among others. 

Engineering Services has also 
participated in IBM's WOKSAPE 
project for developing instructional 
software at the Univers~y. We 
have warehoused, distributed, and 
installed WOKSAPE hardware and 
improved the warranty service by 
acting as an intermediary between 
the University grantees and the 
local IBM warranty center. We will 
perform these duties throughout 
the remaining phases of Project 
WOKSAPE. 

As a service center for 
Apple, Zenith, Epson, 
and Diablo hardware, 
with IBM service now 
in negotiation, we 
provide University 
micro users with fast 
and effective warranty 
service. 

University departments, faculty, 
staff, and students can obtain 
service agreements or time and 
material service from our group for 
any of the equipment we now 
service. We will also consider 
providing maintenance for other 
equipment not currently serviced if 

there is sufficient demand. If you 
are interested in learning more 
about our group, we can provide 
you w~h a brochure, Maintenance 
and Service Information, which 
describes our services. You can 
also call Dan Whealdon (at 376-
8153) or Dr. Abe Franck (at 376-
1 023) for further information. 

Engineering Services also 
provides University departments, 
facutty,staff, and University 
students with warranty services 
(either on-site or at our shop) for 
the Apple and Zen~h 
microcomputers and Epson and 
Diablo 630 printers. We are now 
negotiating with IBM to become a 
warranty service center for IBM 
micros and peripherals. These 
warranty arrangements will provide 
more effective service and faster 
response time to the University 
commun~y. 

Finally, Engineering Services can 
provide, on a fee-for-service basis, 
consutting services for hardware 
evaluations, special hardware inter
facing problems, etc. 
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I The Centralized Services Group 

I 

I Richard Hotchkiss 
J 
! 
I Centralized Services contains Applications and Tools no charge to thousands of users 

these four subgroups: maintains statistics, math, and on and off campus, including many 

1 graphics packages and libraries. university computer centers 

i • User Services, under Peter We also support text processing, around the world. Technical 

r Oberg text analysis, and humanities com- Publications also produces printed 

t puting. We plan expansion in all and on-line documentation of 
li • Applications and Tools, under these areas on the VAX/VMS ACSS operating systems, soft-
t ; Michael Frisch service, including new graphics ware, and services, including 

~ software and support for the 8600, introductory guides for new users, 
~ • Contract Programming, under and we will add artificial intelligence free documentation for classes, 
~ 
l Steven Collins support services. and advanced manuals for experi-
~ 

! enced users. In 1986 Technical 
• • Technical Publications and ACSS will soon operate its own Publications will produce intra-

I Information, under Steven laser printers and make Keller ductory manuals for CYBER and 
Brehe grants available on the new VAX VAX student users and research-

I 8600. When that happens, we ers, including documentation of 
'i In the coming year these groups anticipate that users will tum to the the new campus network, and 

will be emphasizing better support VAX in increasing numbers for text publish major revisions of some of 
of our CYBER services and, with processing, taking particular our most important manuals (e.g., 
the arrival of the VAX 8600 and the advantage of the powerful SCRIBE the Guide to Magnetic Tape 
new Keller grants for the VAX, formatter (described elsewhere in Usage, with new sections on using 
considerably expanded support of this issue) to produce documents tapes in VMS, Facilities and 
our VAX/VMS service to the on our laser printers. Our consult- Services, and the Guide to 
University community. ants are preparing for a corre- Subprogram Libraries) and new , spending increase in the demand manuals on ACSS software like the 
User Services manages our for SCRIBE services. We also plan forthcoming text analysis 
general HELP-Line (376-5592) to make new text analysis software packages. 
and the statistics and data base available in 1986 on mainframes 
help lines, consulting on our and microcomputers and antici- Technical Information operates the 
CYBER and VAX systems and pate, as a result, a marked increase ACSS Reference Room in 128A 
software. The general HELP-Line in the need for humanities consul- Lind Hall, maintaining a collection 
alone answers about 4000 ting. of 1500 software manuals, 1 000 
questions a year on job structure, technical reports, 1 000 books on 
programming languages, ACSS Contract Programming programming and related topics, 
equipment services, and other provides a special service for users 40 computing journals, and 100 
topics. We also provide in-person who prefer to have their com- newsletters from other computing 
consulting in Lind Hall, and teach puting work done by professionals centers. The entire collection is 
short courses every quarter on at a reasonable charge. On a con- catalogued in a data base that we 
ACSS mainframe systems and tract basis, we provide services in can search for any title or topic you 
software. We are now also systems analysis and design, stat is- need. When copyrights permit, 
responsible for more general user tical analysis, data base manage- we also photocopy manuals for 
services, such as organizing user ment, custom programming, and users at cost. In 1986 the 
meetings and investigating tape conversion. We can handle Reference Room will expand its 
departmental computing needs. every phase of a computing project collection of manuals to include 
(Departments may call the HELP- as you require, from analysing complete documentation of the 
Line to set up an appointment.) In problems and setting up data to VMS 4.2 operating system on the 
addition to consulting on the data- writing programs and using pack- 8600, new languages on the 
base systems, User Services main- ages and data-base systems. CYBER and VAX systems, and all 
tains these systems and will pro- other new software packages. We 
vide new ones as more advanced Technical Publications and also hope to begin a collection of 
systems become available and Information publishes our microcomputer hardware and 
ACSS acquires new equipment monthly ACSS Newsletter, sent at software manuals. 
and software. 
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Pascal on the CYBERS 

Jim Miner 

Version 4.1 

On December 15, 1985 current 
Pascal and APascal on all CYBERS 
were updated to version 4.1.6. 
The following are highlights of the 
new version. Parentheses 
enclose WRITEUP references-for 
example, (PASCAL=CMM) means 
"See WRITEUP(PASCAL=CMM)." 

• New command parameters 
REW, E, and DS (PASCAL= 
ACCESS+DIALECT). 

• Support for users of Common 
Memory Manager 
(PASCAL=CMM). 

• A new function, OFFSET, that 
can be used as an inverse of 
the ORO function 
(PASCAL=PROCS). 

• Muttifile processing, with 
routines EOI, GETFILE, and 
PUTFILE (PASCAL=FILES). 

• Extensions to case statements 
and variant records, allowing 

M77 Version 2.7 

Janet Eberhart 

On December 22, 1985, we 
updated current M77 to version 
2.7 on all CYBER systems; we 
made the previous current 
versions available as past versions. 

For version 2.7, M77 has been 
changed to dynamically allocate 
space for files that do not appear 
on the program statement. The 
FORTRAN-77 standard does not 
require any files to appear on the 
program statement. Previously, 
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OTHERWISE and subrange 
notation (PASCAL=CASE). 

• A new, stable, library package 
to perform stable sorts of 
linked lists 
(PASCLIB=CSORTS). 

• A new library package to 
retrieve and change page-size 
information 
(PASCLIB=PAGSIZ). 

• Error corrections to the 
RANDOM library package 
(PASCLIB=RANDOM). Note 
that the sequence of numbers 
produced by RANDOM has 
changed. 

• Many changes to the LFM 
library package 
(PASCLIB=LFM): GETFNT 
has changed to FNTGET, 
SECOND has been removed, 
and other changes required by 
the change from NOS 1 to 
NOS2. 

• Several parameter changes to 
the PFM library package 

M77 required that any un~ name, 
other than input or output, had to 
appear on the program statement if 
it was used in the program. 
Programs may continue to use the 
program statement to statically 
allocate file buffers, or they may 
omit the program statement to 
dynamically allocate file buffers, or 
they may use a combination of the 
two methods. 

This change should not affect 
programs that currently use the 

Programming Lanaauaes 

(PASCLIB=PFM): FP, AS, UC, 
and PL have been removed, 
and XD, XT, and AC have been 
added. 

• The new library package 
ROUTE (PASCLIB=ROUTE). 

• Changes to the library package 
TSAI OS to support NOS 2 
(PASCLIB= TSAIDS). 

• APASCAL has access to all 
library packages except PFM and 
ROUTE. 

PAST(PASCAL) and 
PAST(PASCII) to be 
Removed 

PAST(PASCAL) and 
PAST(PASCII), both version 3.4, 
will be removed from the CYBERS 
after the second summer session, 
1986. All users of these products 
should upgrade their programs 
before that time. A document that 
describes the changes necessary 
for most programs can be found on 
WRITEUP(PAS3T04). 

In the meantime, users of these 
products should be aware that they 
might fail under the NOS 2 
operating system. 

program statement to statically 
allocate file space. M77 now uses 
CMM (Common Memory Manager) 
to allocate additional memory after 
the user-declared blank common if 
files are dynamically opened. 
Those users who manage their 
own memory by over-extending 
blank common must continue to 
set up all of their file memory 
allocations statically on the program 
statement. For more information 
see WRITEUP(M77NEWS). 
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Several other changes have been 
made. The INDEX function for 
character was also rewritten for 
version 2.7 to take advantage of a 
faster algor~hm. The default file 
assignment when no files are 
specified on the program state
ment was changed to be the 

same as when the program 
statement is omitted altogether, 
i.e., input, tapeS=input, 
output, tape6=output. Many 
corrections were made to the 
OPEN and INQUIRE statements to 
conform more closely to the 
FORTRAN-n standard. Error 

Campus Labs to be Upgraded 
Roger Gulbranson 

We are planning a major upgrade of 
our campus terminal laboratories. 
In the past these have been con
figured in three different "flavors": 
MERITSS clusters, dedicated 
research clusters, and switchable 
research clusters. We intend to 
eliminate the distinctions between 
the three and call them them all 
public labs. 

This change will occur in two 
phases. The first phase is to up
grade all facilities to support 
"destination switching." That is, 
you will be able to select a com
puter to work on by responding to 
a selection prompt, as you respond 
at a switched research cluster now. 
During this phase, CRT terminal 
speeds will be lim~ed to 120 char-

acters per second (CPS) except at 
a few sites that are currently 
connected by high-speed (56Kb) 
phone lines, where terminal 
speeds will be set at 960 CPS. 

The second phase will occur when 
we are configured on the new 
campus phone system, at which 
time all CRT terminals will be con
figured to run at 960 CPS. 

In addition to upgrading the com
munications network to support 
faster terminal speeds, we will 
simultaneously convert some of 
our PDP-11 front-ends to the new 
CDCNET (Control Data Distributed 
Communications NETwork) front
ends. These devices will support 

message counts were added to 
the dayfile to report the number of 
errors at each level regardless of 
error suppression. As always, we 
have fixed the bugs reported to us 
by our users and other sites. 

Terminal Notes 

the faster speeds provided by the 
new communications network. 
CDCNETfront-ends have a 
different user interface, so you will 
have to change the way you use 
the CYBER computers. 

At this time we have not developed 
fixed timetables for these 
upgrades because they depend 
on delivery of equipment. We 
would like to begin upgrading labs 
early this month and continue 
through the winter quarter w~h a 
schedule that matches the arrival of 
the new equipment. This 
procedure is different from our 
usual upgrade stategy of making 
major changes only at quarter 
breaks; we hope you will find that 
the improved speeds justify the 
inconvenience. ACSS will provide 
documentation at each upgraded 
site to help you become familiar 
with the new interface. 

Documentatjon News 

MERITSS and CVBER Introductions in Bookstores 
J Steven Brehe 
·~ 

I 
I 

Now available in the University 
Bookstores are ACSS's newly 
revised Introduction to MERITSS 
Computing and the new 
Introduction to CYBER Computing. 

The MERITSS Introduction is for 
student users of the MERITSS 
instructional systems, the ME and 
MD, and contains chapters on 
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basic topics like NOS 2 file 
commands, using XEDIT, and 
setting up and running programs. 
The revised edition contains new 
chapters for MERITSS users on 
getting output and using the MAIL 
util~y. 

The new Introduction to CYBER 
Computing is for researchers 

using the CYBER CA system. The 
CYBER Introduction contains 
basic information on using the 
NOS 2 CA, including chapters on 
submitting jobs and using tapes. 
The Introduction replaces the 
NOS 1 manual, our Guide to 
CYBER Computing, as the 
essential document for CAusers. 
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Scribe Runs on Future VAX 
Ron Zacharski 

Scribe is a text formatting program 
that will be available on ACSS's 
VAX 8600 computer and is 
currently running on our VAX-
11/780. In addition to features 
found in all word processors 
(setting and justifying margins, 
numbering pages, centering lines), 
Scribe can: 

• produce different type faces 
and sizes for headings, foot
notes, and other special parts 
of a document. 

Math and Statistics Packages 

CYBER FTNS Users of 
IMSL 

Michael Frisch 

On December 15, we corrected a 
problem with the CYBER version of 
IMSL under FTN5 where error 
messages from IMSL routines were 
being garbled and not printed. 
The proper error message will now 
be printed out by IMSL if an error 
is detected. 

12 

• perform automatic numbering 
of sections and itemized lists. 

• do multiple-column formatting. 

• do superscripts, subscripts, 
and footnotes. 

• maintain a bibliographic data 
base. 

• access standard predefined 
formats such as Text, Article, 

HOLIDAY 
HOURS 

Martin Luther 
King Day 

Although the 
University is closed 
January 20 in 
observance of 
Martin Luther King 
Day, ACSS will 
operate its 
computers at its 
usual hours on that 
day. 

Text Processina 

Thesis, Report, and Manual. 
(You can also create your own 
format.) 

Scribe output files can be printed 
on a variety of printers including 
the Xerox 9700 laser printer. 
Scribe and VAX manuals are 
available at Williamson Book 
Center. Phone consulting on 
Scribe is available Monday through 
Friday from 3:30 to 4:30pm at 376-
2944. 

The Classifieds 

For Sale: 25 used tapes, 7-inch 
diameter, 600 to 650 feet long, in 
cannisters, $3.00 each. Some 
used only once. Buy some or all. 
Ruth, Graduate School, 363-2005. 

For Sale: DecWriter II LA36 with 
numeric keypad, multitech 
acoustic/direct modem. Like new. 
Perfect for ACSS use. $395. Call 
Ernie at 291-3740. 
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Winter Quarter Short Courses 

Introduction to Computers 
Beginning NOS 2 (CYBER OS) 
Introduction to VAXNMS 
XED IT (CYBER Text Editor) 

Dl-3000 Graphics Routines 
SPSS (Statistics Package) 
Magnetic Tapes in NOS 2 
SIR DBMS Seminar 

1986 

INTRODUCTORY COURSES 

McAllister 
Krmpotich 
Steams 
Brodie 

McAllister 
Alberg 
Oberg 
Oberg 

Jan 13-24 
Jan27-Feb7 
Jan 28-Feb 13 
Feb4-13 

(MWF) 
(MWF) 
(TTh) 
(TTh) 

ELECTIVE COURSES 

Feb 17-28 
Feb 17-21 
Feb25-Mar6 
Mar24-26 

(MWF) 
(MWThF) 
(TTh) 
(MTW) 

2:15-4pm 
2:15-4pm 
2:15-4pm 
2:15-4 pm 

2:15-4pm 
2:15-4pm 
2:15-4pm 
9am-4pm 

MICROCOMPUTER APPLICATIONS COURSES 
(Absolutely limited to 10 per class) 

Introduction to Micros: MS-DOS, Section 1 
Introduction to Micros: MS-DOS, Section 2 
Introduction to Micros: MS-DOS, Section 3 

Jan 14-16 
Jan 21-23 
Jan27-29 

(TTh) 
(TTh) 
(MW) 

1:30-4pm 
1:30-4pm 
1:30-4pm 

$15,$25,$35 
$15,$25,$35 
$15,$25,$35 
$15,$25,$35 

$35,$45,$80 
$25,$35,$60 
$25,$35,$60 

$100,$100,$150 

$25,$35,$60 
$25,$35,$60 
$25,$35,$60 

(Introduction to Micros or equivalent knowledge is required for the courses listed below.) 
Introduction to Word Perfect, Section 1 Jan 14 (Tu) 9:30am-Noon $25,$35,$60 
Introduction to Word Perfect, Section 2 Feb 5 (W) 1 :30-4 pm $25,$35,$60 
lnterm. Word Perfect for Office Applications Feb 13 (Th) 1 :30-4 pm $25,$35,$60 
lnterm. Word Perfect for Authors Mar 7 (F) 9:30am-Noon $25,$35,$60 
Introduction to dBase II & Ill, Section 1 Jan 28-30 (TTh) 1 :30-4 pm $40,$50,$80 
Introduction to dBase II & Ill, Section 2 Mar 4-6 (TTh) 9:30am-Noon $40,$50,$80 
Beginning Lotus 1-2-3, Section 1 Feb 4 (Tu) 1 :30-4 pm $25,$35,$60 
Beginning Lotus 1-2-3, Section 2 Feb 12 (W) 9:30am-Noon $25,$35,$60 
Advanced Lotus 1-2-3 Feb 18 (Tu) 9:30am-Noon $25,$35,$60 

(The courses listed below are overviews only for the Apple Macintosh. Limited to 20.) 
Microsoft Word for the Macintosh Jan 22 (W) 2:15-4 pm 
Beginning MacDraw and MacDraft Feb 14 (F) 1 0 am-Noon 
MicrosoftExcei(Spreadsheet) Feb17 (M) 9:15-11am 
Statistical Programs for the Macintosh Feb 25 (Tu) 2:15-4 pm 
Preparing Newsletters & Brochures Mar 5 (W) 2:00-4 pm 
(includes overviews of PageMaker, ReadySetGo, & MacPublisher programs) 

$15,$25,$40 
$15,$25,$40 
$15,$25,$40 
$15,$25,$40 
$15,$25,$40 

REGISTRATION: Registration is located at the ACSS Reference Room, 128A Lind Hall. (Hours: 8:00 am to 
4:30 pm, Monday through Friday). Deadline for registering is 4:15pm on the last working day BEFORE the class 
begins. If you need more information on short courses, call Jerry Steams at 376-8806. 

FEES: Fees are listed above in order for the following groups: 1) University students, 2) faculty and staff, and 3) 
non-University persons. Course fees may be paid by cash or check or with a signed University journal voucher. 
We can no longer charge short courses to user accounts. NO refunds will be made after the class has begun. 

NOTE: Monday, January 20, is a University holiday. No classes will be held. 
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PHONE NUMBERS 
Access: 

CYBER(CA)-1 0, 30 cps ................. 376-5730 
-120 cps ..................... 376-5706 

MERITSS(ME)-10, 30 cps ............. 376-7730 
-120 cps ...................... 376-7120 

VAX/VMS(VA)-(autobaud) ............. 376-8070 
Accounts: 

MERITSS ...................................... 373-7745 
User Numbers ................................. 373-4548 

Computer-Aided Instruction .................. 376-2975 
Computer Hours (recorded message) .... 373-4927 
Consulting: 

HELP-Line ...................................... 376-5592 
8 a.m.-5 p.m., Monday-Friday 

Statistics Packages .......................... 376-1761 
1-2 p.m., Monday-Friday 

Data Bases ...................................... 376-1761 
1 0-11 a.m., Monday-Friday 

Microcomputers ............................... 376-4276 
9:30 a.m.-noon and 1 :30-4 p.m., 
Monday-Friday 

Scribe, Text Analysis & 
Humanities Computing .................. 376-2944 
1-3 p.m., Monday, Thursday, Friday 

Contract Programming .......................... 376-1764 

Data Base Applications .......................... 376-1764 
Engineering Services ........... 376-1023, 376-8153 
Equipment Purchase/Information .. .. .. .. .. 376-8153 
Lind Hall I/O ........................................... 373-4596 
Graphics Software .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 376-5592 
HELP-Line .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 376-5592 

8 a.m.-5 p.m., Monday-Friday 
HOURS-line (recorded message) .......... 373-4927 
Information, Wulling Hall .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 373-4360 
Information, Lauderdale ........................ 373-4912 
Instructional Labs ................................. 376-2703 
Instructional Services ............................ 373-7745 
Lauderdale Computer Room ................. 373-4940 
Lauderdale Services ............................. 638-0523 
Newsletter Subscription ........................ 376-1491 
Permanent File Restoration ................... 376-5605 
Professional Services Division ............... 376-1764 
Project Assistance ................................ 376-1764 
Reference Room .................................. 373-77 44 
Remote Batch (RJE) Services .... ...... .. ... 376-2703 
Short Courses ...................................... 376-8806 
Shuttle Bus Service .............................. 376-3068 
System Status (recorded message) ....... 373-4927 
Tape Librarian: see Lauderdale Services 

OPERATING HOURS 

CYBER (CA) Low rate MERITSS (ME & MD) VAX (VA) 

M-F 7 a.m.- 4 a.m. 8 p.m.- 4 a.m. 7:45a.m.- 3:30a.m. 7 a.m.- 4 a.m. 

Sat 4 a.m.- 5:15 p.m. 4 a.m.- 5:15p.m. 7:45 a.m. - 3:30 a.m. 4 a.m.- 5:15p.m. 

Sun 4 p.m.- 1 a.m. 4 p.m. - 1 a.m. 4 p.m. - 3:30 a.m. 4 p.m.- 1 a.m. 

PUBLIC LABS- TWIN CITIES CAMPUS 

jLocation Batch Interactive Micro Location Batch Interactive Micro I 
East Bank Walib9 X 

Arch 148 X 
CentH X West Bank 
ComH X BlegH25 
DiehiH207 X BlegH90 X 
EltH 121, 125 X BlegH 140 X 
EltH N640 X MdbH X 
FoiH 14, 14a X X* X OMWL2 X 
FronH X SocSci 167 X 
LindH 26 X 
LindH 1288 St. Paul 
LindH 3068 X BaH X 
MechE308 X Centlib850 X 
Physics 69 ClaOff 125 X 
PiH X 
SaH X * Research cluster; access to CYBER CA and VAXNMS 
TerH X X in interactive column indicates access to MERITSS 
VinH4 X 

For more information see WRITEUP(LABS) 
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